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ABSTRACT
A comprehensive and self-consistent set of new atomic data for photoionization cross sections, andpPI,total uniÐed recombination rate coefficients, of oxygen ions are obtained. The calculations area
R
(T ),
carried out in the close coupling approximation employing the R-matrix method. The uniÐed treatment
of total recombination includes both the radiative and dielectronic processes. The analysis of astro-
physical spectra and ionization balance requires atomic data for all ionization stages of an element, and
the accuracy depends on the self-consistency and completeness of data. In the present work the criterion
of self-consistency between the rates for the inverse processes of photoionization and recombination is
satisÐed in an ab initio manner by employing an identical set of eigenfunction expansions in the calcu-
lations for both atomic processes. State-speciÐc recombination rate coefficients are also presented
for a large number of bound states. As a Ðrst application, the present are used to obtaina
R
(T )
ionization fractions of oxygen ions in plasmas in coronal equilibrium. Ionization fractions in photo-
ionization equilibrium can be readily obtained by employing the present data for the total and forpPIa
R
(T ).
Subject headings : atomic data È atomic processes
1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of the present series of studies, as discussed in
detail in the Ðrst paper of the series (Nahar & Pradhan
1997, hereafter NP1), is to provide a more complete and
self-consistent set of atomic data for accurate ionization
balance calculations for plasma diagnostics. The Ðrst paper
presented photoionization cross sections, recombination
rates, and ionization fractions for all ionization stages of
carbon and nitrogen. In our previous work the calculations
were done mainly along isoelectronic sequences of elements
to facilitate the atomic algebraic manipulations. However,
for determination of quantities such as ionization fractions,
data are required for all ionization stages of an element. The
uncertainties in the atomic data for the inverse processes of
photoionization and recombination are minimized through
a self-consistent treatment of both processes. Prior to this
work for O ions, and the C and N ions reported in NP1,
these parameters were calculated using di†erent approx-
imations of varying uncertainties in di†erent temperature
regions. In the present work for photoionization and
recombination the same set of atomic wave function expan-
sions for a given ion are used, including the coupling e†ects
between the continuum and the bound states. Results are
presented for all oxygen ions, O I, O II, O III, O IV, O V, O VI,
O VII, and O VIII. Because of the volume of quantities, the
details of the photoionization cross sections are reported
separately (Nahar 1998). The total recombination rate coef-
Ðcients, along with state-speciÐc partial rates for aa
R
(T ),
large number of bound states, are presented herein. All
results being reported are new except for some of the recom-
bination rates for O III that were published earlier (Nahar
1995, 1996a) but are included here for completeness.
To demonstrate the e†ect of the new data on ionization
calculations in plasmas, the are used to compute ion-a
R
(T )
ization fractions in collisional (““ coronal ÏÏ) equilibrium
and compared with a recent work (Sutherland & Dopita
1993).
2. THEORY AND COMPUTATIONS
The calculations for both the photoionization and
recombination rate coefficients are carried out in the close
coupling (CC) approximation employing the R-matrix
method. The theoretical details are described in earlier pub-
lications, e.g., calculations of photoionization cross sections
are described in the Opacity Project (OP) paper (Seaton
1987). The uniÐed treatment for the total recombination
rate coefficients is described in Nahar & Pradhan (1994,
hereafter NP2; 1995, hereafter NP3). The cross sections are
calculated using the R-matrix package of codes developed
for the OP (Berrington et al. 1987), and extended for the
Iron Project (IP) (Hummer et al. 1993). Further extensions
for recombination work were implemented and are
described in NP2 and NP3. For the highly charged He-like
ion O VII, Ðne-structure e†ects are also investigated using
the Breit-Pauli version of the codes in intermediate coup-
ling (Scott & Taylor 1982 ; Hummer et al. 1993), which have
been extended to include radiation damping of resonances
(Zhang & Pradhan 1997 ; Pradhan & Zhang 1997). The
uniÐed treatment employed for recombination subsumes
both the radiative recombination (RR) and dielectronic
recombination (DR) processes in a uniÐed manner, in con-
trast to the previous calculations that treated the RR and
the DR separately using di†erent methods. Some of the
main points relevant to the present work on oxygen ions are
discussed below.
In the CC approximation, the wave function expansion
for an electron ] ion system of a given symmetry is charac-
terized by the total spin S, the total angular momentum L ,
and parity n. For each SL n the wave function expansion,
((E), is expressed in terms of the N-electron ““ core ÏÏ or the
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where the electron-electron correlation e†ects are treated
through couplings among all channels corresponding to the
target states included. The functions in the second term'
jare the bound channel wave functions of the (N ] 1)-elec-
tron system representing short-range correlations not
included in the Ðrst term on the right-hand side, and com-
pensate for the orthogonality conditions for the one-
electron orbital basis set. It is important to optimize the
wave function through a proper choice of the N-electron
target states in the Ðrst expansion, and the (N ] 1)-electron
conÐgurations in the second expansion, in order to obtain
complete and accurate data and to delineate the detailed
features in the cross sections.
The wave function expansion for each oxygen ion and
computational details of the atomic calculations for photo-
ionization cross sections are described in Nahar (1998),
including discussions of the detailed features in the cross
sections. Discussions in Nahar (1998) concern mainly the
total photoionization cross sections for leaving the residual
ion in various target ion states. However, computations of
recombination rate coefficients require partial photoioniza-
tion cross sections leaving the residual ion in the ground
state of the target ion. Partial photoionization cross sec-
tions, of a large number of bound states for each oxygenpPI,ion are obtained. Illustrative of some excited states (notpPIpresented in Nahar 1998) relevant to the recombination
rates are discussed below. Coupling of channels result in
resonances in at energies of Rydberg series of quasi-pPIbound or autoionizing states converging onto excited states
of the core or the target ion. The positions, heights, and
shapes of the broad resonances a†ect the recombination
rate coefficients, and therefore the resonances neara
R
(T ),
the ionization threshold need to be well resolved.







m2v2c2 pPI , (2)
where and are the statistical weight factors of theg
i
g
finitial and Ðnal states, respectively, v is the velocity of the
photoelectron, and l is the photon frequency. The recombi-
nation rate coefficient at a given temperature is given by
















E2pPI(v)e~v@kT dv , (3)
where v is the photoelectron energy, andE\ +u\ v] I
p
,
is the ionization potential. As the cross sections includeI
pthe detailed structures of autoionizing resonances, the sum
of individual rates of the bound states corresponds to inclu-
sion of both the RR and the DR in an uniÐed and ab initio
manner.
Electron recombination to a target ion can take place to
an inÐnite number of bound states of the recombined ion. In
the uniÐed treatment the total recombination rate coeffi-
cient is a sum over all the states of the recombineda
R
(T )
ion. With the recombining ion assumed to be in the ground
state, the computations divide the recombined nSL n states
into two groups : low-n bound states with (group A)n ¹ n0





a(nSL n) ] ;
n/n0
= aDR , (4)
where is typically equal to 10. The sum of individualn0rates obtained from the partial photoionization cross sec-
tions corresponds to contributions of the low-n bound
states of group A. The total number of bound states of
group A can be quite large. This number, for states thatN
b
,
couple to the target ground state and for which values of pPIare obtained for each oxygen ion, is speciÐed in Table 1.
Group B states in the second term of equation (4) are
treated through dielectronic recombination implementing
the precise theory of DR by Bell & Seaton (1985). These
states belong to small energy regions below excitation
thresholds of the target ion. The contributions are mainly
through dielectronic recombination from resonances with
that are narrow and dense. It is a good approx-n [ n0imation to assume that the background nonresonant con-
tribution is negligible compared to DR in these regions.
However, the background nonresonant contributions
(RR type) of high-n states (the ““ top-up ÏÏ part)10 ¹ n0¹ Oare also included in the total These are obtained ina
R
(T ).
the hydrogenic approximation as described in Nahar
(1996b). The contributions are signiÐcant in the very low
temperature region T \ 1000 K, but negligible at higher
temperatures. The recombination at very low temperatures
is dominated by the direct, nonresonant recombination (RR
type) to the inÐnite number of high-n states where the elec-
tron energies are too low to excite the resonances.
Computations of the state-speciÐc partial recombination
rate coefficients of the group A bound states of the recom-
bined electron ] ion system are carried out using the code
RECOMB (Nahar 1996b). Although a large number of
bound states are included in the Ðrst sum of equation (4), a
few equivalent electron states are often the dominant con-
tributors to the recombination rates over a wide range of
temperatures. Photoionization cross sections of these states
have comparatively smooth and large backgrounds that
contribute considerably to Two such examples,a
R
(T ).
which dominate the recombination of O II, are for equiv-pPIalent electron bound states 2s22p3(2Do) and 2s22p3(2Po)
shown in Figures 1a and 1b. Both the 2Do and 2Po states
show dense resonances in the low-energy region, but it is
their high background cross sections that dominate the
recombination cross sections even at high temperatures.
Another important feature is shown in Figure 1c presenting
of a dominant equivalent state of O II, 2s2p4(4P). It maypPIbe noted that in the low-energy region of this state, there are
extensive autoionizing resonances with almost no back-
ground. In a direct ionization, 2s2p4 would not ionize to the
O III ground state, 2s22p2(3P), but would ionize into the
excited 2s2p3(3Do) state of O III at a photon energy of 2.6
rydbergs (indicated by the arrow in Fig. 1c). Hence, in calcu-
lations where no autoionizing channels are included, such
as in the central Ðeld approximation (e.g., Reilman &
Manson 1979), this state would show zero cross section
below the threshold of the excited state 3Do. However, the
large resonances due to coupling of excited states, as in the
present calculations, make signiÐcant contributions to the
recombination cross sections.
In addition to the usual narrow Rydberg resonances, the
photoexcitation of core (PEC), with the outer electron as a
spectator, can introduce resonances in the cross sections
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TABLE 1
STATE-SPECIFIC RECOMBINATION RATE COEFFICIENTS FOR FOUR TEMPERATURESa









O I : g \ (2s22p4)3Pe ; N
b
\ 104
2s22p4 3Pe 1.19[12 2s22p4 3Pe 3.82[13 2s22p4 3Pe 1.57[13 2s22p4 3Pe 9.98[14
2s22p3 4So3d 5Do 2.19[13 2s22p3 4So3d 5Do 6.55[14 2s22p3 4So3d 5Do 1.41[14 2s22p3 4So3d 5Do 1.02[14
2s22p3 4So4d 5Do 1.27[13 2s22p3 4So4d 5Do 3.80[14 2s22p3 4So4d 5Do 8.27[15 2s22p3 4So3p 5Pe 9.94[15
2s22p3 4So3d 3Do 1.18[13 2s22p3 4So3d 3Do 3.49[14 2s22p3 4So3d 3Do 7.32[15 2s22p3 4So4d 5Do 8.77[15
2s22p3 4So3p 5Pe 9.37[14 2s22p3 4So3p 5Pe 2.76[14 2s22p3 2Do3s 3Do 6.95[15 2s22p3 4So5d 5Do 7.41[15
2s22p3 4So4f 5Fe 8.48[14 2s22p3 4So4f 5Fe 2.33[14 2s22p3 4So3p 5Pe 5.82[15 2s22p3 4So4d 3Do 6.34[15
2s22p3 4So5f 5Fe 7.48[14 2s22p3 4So5d 5Do 2.20[14 2s22p3 4So5d 5Do 4.81[15 2s22p3 4So3s 5So 6.13[15
2s22p3 4So5d 5Do 7.32[14 2s22p3 4So4d 3Do 2.11[14 2s22p3 4So4d 3Do 4.68[15 2s22p3 4So3d 3Do 5.63[15
2s22p3 4So4d 3Do 7.08[14 2s22p3 4So5f 5Fe 2.06[14 2s22p3 4So4f 5Fe 3.52[15 2s22p3 4So7d 5Do 4.87[15
2s22p3 4So6f 5Fe 5.59[14 2s22p3 4So4p 5Pe 1.60[14 2s22p3 4So5f 5Fe 3.11[15 2s22p3 4So8d 5Do 4.10[15
Sum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.11[12 6.51[13 2.16[13 1.63[13
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.91[12 1.48[12 3.14[13 1.89[12
% Contribution . . . . . . 31 44 69 9
O II : g \ (2s22p3)4So ; N
b
\ 292
2s22p3 4So 3.40[12 2s22p3 2Do 1.16[12 2s22p3 2Do 6.22[13 2s22p3 2Do 2.41[13
2s22p3 2Do 3.00[12 2s22p3 4So 1.08[12 2s22p3 4So 3.68[13 2s22p3 4So 1.89[13
2s22p3 2Po 2.25[12 2s22p3 2Po 7.22[13 2s22p3 2Po 3.04[13 2s2p4 4Pe 1.82[13
2s22p2 3Pe3d 4Fe 5.20[13 2s22p23Pe3d 4Fe 1.62[13 2s2p4 4Pe 5.55[14 2s22p3 2Po 1.39[13
2s22p2 3Pe3d 4De 3.26[13 2s22p23Pe3d 4De 1.02[13 2s22p23Pe3d 4Fe 4.52[14 2s22p23Pe3s 4Pe 3.81[14
2s22p2 3Pe4d 4Fe 2.99[13 2s22p23Pe4d 4Fe 9.33[14 2s22p23Pe3d 4De 2.81[14 2s2p4 2De 3.59[14
2s22p2 3Pe3p 4Do 2.34[13 2s22p23Pe3p 4Do 7.50[14 2s22p23Pe3p 4Do 2.79[14 2s22p23Pe3p 4Do 3.43[14
2s22p2 3Pe3d 2Fe 2.11[13 2s22p23Pe3d 2Fe 6.56[14 2s22p23Pe4d 4Fe 2.65[14 2s22p23Pe3d 4Fe 3.39[14
2s22p2 3Pe4d 4De 1.98[13 2s22p23Pe4d 4De 6.19[14 2s22p23Pe3s 4Pe 2.65[14 2s22p23Pe4f 4Do 3.09[14
2s22p2 3Pe3d 4Pe 1.74[13 2s22p23Pe3d 4Pe 5.39[14 2s22p23Pe3d 2Fe 1.80[14 2s22p23Pe6g 4He 2.50[14
Sum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.06[11 3.57[12 2.52[12 9.49[13
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.70[11 9.06[12 2.52[12 5.59[12
% Contribution . . . . . . 29 40 61 17
O III : g \ (2s22p2)3Pe ; N
b
\ 284
2s22p2 3Pe 1.52[11 2s22p2 3Pe 6.53[12 2s2p3 3Do 4.13[12 2s2p3 3Do 1.68[12
2s2p3 1Po 1.28[11 2s22p2 1De 2.00[12 2s22p2 3Pe 1.56[12 2s22p2 3Pe 7.17[13
2s22p 2Po3s 1Po 7.12[12 2s2p3 1Po 1.74[12 2s2p3 3Po 9.41[13 2s2p3 3Po 5.61[13
2s22p2 1De 6.28[12 2s22p2Po3s 1Po 1.10[12 2s22p2 1De 6.60[13 2s22p2 1De 3.40[13
2s2p3 3Do 1.88[12 2s2p3 3Do 6.72[13 2s22p2Po3s 3Po 4.65[13 2s2p3 1Do 3.36[13
2s22p 2Po3p 3De 1.69[12 2s22p2Po3p 3Se 6.01[13 2s2p3 1Do 4.54[13 2s22p2Po3p 3De 2.29[13
2s22p2 1Se 1.59[12 2s22p2Po3p 3De 5.16[13 2s22p2Po3d 3Fo 3.14[13 2s22p2Po3d 3Fo 2.28[13
2s22p 2Po3p 3Se 1.38[12 2s22p2 1Se 5.05[13 2s22p2Po3p 3De 2.31[13 2s22p2Po3s 3Po 1.82[13
2s22p 2Po3p 3Pe 1.05[12 2s22p2Po3p 3Pe 3.24[13 2s22p2Po3d 3Do 2.23[13 2s2p3 1Po 1.47[13
2s22p 2Po3d 3Fo 1.02[12 2s22p2Po3d 3Fo 3.10[13 2s2p3 1Po 2.00[13 2s22p2Po3d 3Do 1.22[13
Sum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.00[11 1.43[11 9.18[12 4.55[12
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.23[10 3.15[11 1.33[11 1.56[11
% Contribution . . . . . . 41 45 69 29
(Yan & Seaton 1987) that are usually much wider and more
enhanced than the Rydberg resonances. The PEC reso-
nances occur at an excited target state accessible from the
target ground state via a dipole allowed transition. For
example, during the photoionization of O II, the target O III
ground state, 2s22p2(3P), can be excited to states such as,
2s2p3(3Do, 3Po, 3So), and 2s22p3s(3Po), through dipole
allowed transitions. These transitions would introduce PEC
resonances in photoionization of excited states of O II.
Examples are shown in Figure 2, where values of of apPIseries of excited states, 2s22p2nd(4F), where 10d ¹ nd ¹ 3d,
are presented. The PEC resonances are clearly evident in
the cross sections, where their positions are marked by the
arrows in the lowest panel. The background cross sections
are also enhanced considerably by the PEC resonances, an
important contributing factor in the recombination process
at higher temperatures. The PEC resonances are more
prominent in the photoionization of excited Rydberg states
where the outer electron is weakly coupled to the ion core
(i.e., a ““ spectator ÏÏ).
The DR collision strengths, )(DR), of the high-n states
are obtained as in Nahar (1996b) and using the code
STGFDR. Resonances that decay to the ground state of the
target ion are considered. The radiative transition probabil-
TABLE 1ÈContinued









O IV : g \ (2s22p)2Po, N
b
\ 85
2s2 1Se2p 2Po 3.20[11 2s2 1Se2p 2Po 1.02[11 2s2p2 2De 1.09[11 2s2p2 2De 3.81[12
2s2 1Se3d 2De 9.46[12 2s2p2 2Pe 6.47[12 2s2 1Se2p 2Po 5.70[12 2s2 1Se2p 2Po 2.32[12
2s2 1Se3p 2Po 5.57[12 2s2 1Se3d 2De 2.93[12 2s2 1Se3d 2De 1.32[12 2p3 2Do 2.11[12
2s2 1Se4d 2De 3.42[12 2s2 1Se3p 2Po 1.76[12 2s2p2 2Pe 1.12[12 2p3 2Po 1.79[12
2s2 1Se4p 2Po 2.32[12 2s2p2 2De 1.58[12 2s2p 3Po3d 2Fo 1.06[12 2s2p2 2Pe 5.87[13
2s2 1Se5f 2Fo 2.22[12 2s2p 3Po3p 2Se 1.42[12 2p3 2Do 7.74[13 2s2p2 2Se 5.50[13
2s2p2 2Pe 2.19[12 2s2p2 2Se 1.33[12 2p3 2Pe 7.69[13 2s2p 3Po3d 2Fo 4.34[13
2s2 1Se5d 2De 2.13[12 2s2 1Se4d 2De 1.09[12 2s2p 3Po3p 2De 5.82[13 2s2 1Se4d 2De 4.23[13
2s2 1Se4f 2Fo 1.87[12 2s2p 3Po4p 2De 1.04[12 2s2 1Se3p 2Po 5.64[13 2s2 1Se3d 2De 4.21[13
2s2 1Se6f 2Fo 1.75[12 2s2 1Se4p 2Po 7.36[13 2s2p 1Po3p 2De 5.09[13 2s2 1Se4p 2Po 3.11[13
Sum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.29[11 2.85[11 2.33[11 1.28[11
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.86[10 6.05[11 3.24[11 4.49[11
% Contribution . . . . . . 34 47 72 28
O V : g \ (2s2)1Se ; N
b
\ 152
1s22s 2Se2p 3Po 2.35[11 1s22s2Se2p 3Po 7.45[12 1s22s2Se2p 3Po 2.98[12 1s22s2Se2p 3Po 1.47[12
1s22s 2Se3d 3De 7.81[12 1s22s2Se3d 3De 2.46[12 1s22s2Se3d 3De 7.56[13 1s22p2 1De 6.80[13
1s22s 2Se2p 1Po 5.93[12 1s22s2Se3p 3Po 1.87[12 1s22s2Se2p 1Po 6.03[13 1s22p2 3Pe 4.14[13
1s22s 2Se3p 3Po 5.91[12 1s22s2Se2p 1Po 1.87[12 1s22s2Se3p 3Po 5.91[13 1s22p2Po3d 3Fo 3.92[13
1s22s 2Se4d 3De 4.35[12 1s22s2Se4d 3De 1.37[12 1s22p2 1De 4.41[13 1s22s2Se3d 3De 3.11[13
1s22p2 1Se 3.26[12 1s22p2 1Se 1.04[12 1s22s2Se4d 3De 4.25[13 1s22p2Po3p 3De 2.94[13
1s22s 2Se5f 3Fo 3.25[12 1s22s2Se5f 3Fo 1.01[12 1s22p2 1Se 3.46[13 1s22s2Se2p 1Po 2.76[13
1s22s 2Se4f 3Fo 3.05[12 1s22s2Se4f 3Fo 9.52[13 1s22p2 3Pe 3.06[13 1s22s2Se3p 3Po 2.59[13
1s22s 2Se5d 3De 2.68[12 1s22s2Se5d 3De 8.43[13 1s22p2Po3d 3Fo 2.87[13 1s22p2Po4f 3Ge 2.50[13
1s22s 2Se4p 3Po 2.56[12 1s22s2Se4p 3Po 8.09[13 1s22s2Se5f 3Fo 2.83[13 1s22s2Se6f 3Fo 1.80[13
Sum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.23[11 1.97[11 7.02[12 4.53[12
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.74[10 6.87[11 1.96[11 4.14[11
% Contribution . . . . . . 23 29 36 11
O VI : g \ (1s22s)2Se ; N
b
\ 51
1s2 1Se2p 2Po 2.73[11 1s2 1Se2p 2Po 8.62[12 1s2 1Se2p 2Po 2.71[12 1s2 1Se2p 2Po 1.18[12
1s2 1Se3d 2De 1.07[11 1s2 1Se3d 2De 3.37[12 1s2 1Se3d 2De 1.05[12 1s2 1Se3d 2De 4.33[13
1s2 1Se3p 2Po 9.88[12 1s2 1Se3p 2Po 3.12[12 1s2 1Se3p 2Po 9.85[13 1s2 1Se3p 2Po 4.32[13
1s2 1Se2s 2Se 8.98[12 1s2 1Se2s 2Se 2.84[12 1s2 1Se2s 2Se 8.99[13 1s2 1Se2s 2Se 4.04[13
1s2 1Se4d 2De 6.65[12 1s2 1Se4d 2De 2.10[12 1s2 1Se4d 2De 6.55[13 1s2 1Se4d 2De 2.70[13
1s2 1Se4f 2Fo 4.90[12 1s2 1Se4f 2Fo 1.55[12 1s2 1Se4f 2Fo 4.72[13 1s2 1Se4p 2Po 2.02[13
1s2 1Se4p 2Po 4.63[12 1s2 1Se4p 2Po 1.46[12 1s2 1Se4p 2Po 4.62[13 1s2 1Se4f 2Fo 1.79[13
1s2 1Se5f 2Fo 4.32[12 1s2 1Se5f 2Fo 1.36[12 1s2 1Se5f 2Fo 4.18[13 1s2 1Se5d 2De 1.66[13
1s2 1Se5d 2De 4.08[12 1s2 1Se5d 2De 1.29[12 1s2 1Se5d 2De 4.03[13 1s2 1Se5f 2Fo 1.59[13
1s2 1Se6f 2Fo 3.23[12 1s2 1Se6f 2Fo 1.02[12 1s2 1Se6f 2Fo 3.15[13 1s2 1Se3s 2Se 1.22[13
Sum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.46[11 2.67[11 8.37[12 3.55[12
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.81[10 9.47[11 2.20[11 7.31[12
% Contribution . . . . . . 22 28 38 49
O VII : g \ (1s2)1Se ; N
b
\ 103
1s2 1Se 4.91[11 1s2 1Se 1.55[11 1s2 1Se 4.90[12 1s2 1Se 2.19[12
1s 2Se2p 3Po 2.71[11 1s2Se2p 3Po 8.58[12 1s2Se2p 3Po 2.70[12 1s2Se2p 3Po 1.18[12
1s 2Se3d 3De 1.08[11 1s2Se3d 3De 3.41[12 1s2Se3d 3De 1.06[12 1s2Se3d 3De 4.47[13
1s 2Se3p 3Po 9.83[12 1s2Se3p 3Po 3.11[12 1s2Se3p 3Po 9.79[13 1s2Se3p 3Po 4.30[13
1s 2Se2s 3Se 9.29[12 1s2Se2s 3Se 2.94[12 1s2Se2s 3Se 9.30[13 1s2Se2s 3Se 4.16[13
1s 2Se2p 1Po 7.74[12 1s2Se2p 1Po 2.45[12 1s2Se2p 1Po 7.70[13 1s2Se2p 1Po 3.37[13
1s 2Se4d 3De 6.83[12 1s2Se4d 3De 2.16[12 1s2Se4d 3De 6.73[13 1s2Se4d 3De 2.83[13
1s 2Se4f 3Fo 5.03[12 1s2Se4f 3Fo 1.59[12 1s2Se4f 3Fo 4.86[13 1s2Se4p 3Po 2.04[13
1s 2Se4p 3Po 4.66[12 1s2Se4p 3Po 1.47[12 1s2Se4p 3Po 4.65[13 1s2Se4f 3Fo 1.91[13
1s 2Se5f 3Fo 4.41[12 1s2Se5f 3Fo 1.39[12 1s2Se5f 3Fo 4.26[13 1s2Se5d 3De 1.72[13
Sum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.35[10 4.26[11 1.34[11 5.85[12
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.79[10 1.49[10 3.57[11 1.25[11
% Contribution . . . . . . 23 29 38 47
a Coefficients are given (in units of cm3 s~1) for the 10 most contributing states for each oxygen ion at temperatures T \ 100, 1000, 10,000, and 50,000 K,
listed in the order of the percentage of their contributions to the total In the main heading for each ion, g is the ground state of the ion and is the totala
R
. N
bnumber of low-n bound states whose state-speciÐc rates are added to the total a
R
.
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FIG. 1.ÈPartial photoionization cross sections, of the excited statespPI,of O II : (a) 2s22p3(2Do), (b) 2s22p3(2Po), and (c) 2s2p4(4P), dominant contrib-
utors to the total a
R
(T ).
ities (A-values given in Table 2) for the dipole allowed tran-
sitions to the target ground state for each ion are obtained
from the f-values (Nahar 1998) computed using the same
eigenfunction expansion as for the Both forms ofpPI.)(DR), including detailed resonance proÐles, and the reso-
nance averaged, are obtained.
An example of the DR collision strengths, )(DR), is pre-
sented in Figure 3 for (e] O III)] O II. The lower panel
shows )(DR) below the four O III thresholds, 3Do, 3Po, 3So,
and 3Po. The resonance structures belonging to the two O III
thresholds, 3Do and 3Po, in the lower panel are expanded in
the upper panel of the Ðgure. The dotted curve shows the
detailed resonances, and the solid curve shows the reso-
nance averaged form of )(DR). Typical features are
exhibited in the Ðgures. The narrow resonances become
denser as the e†ective quantum number increases below the
converging threshold (indicated by an arrow). The rise in
the background indicates that the DR process increases
sharply as the energy approaches the threshold. Beyond the
threshold, DR goes to zero as the electron Ñux trapped in
the resonances below the threshold, due to radiative decay
of the core, is released through excitation of the given target
state. It may be noted from the resonance-averaged )(DR)
(solid curve) that radiation damping of resonances below
l\ 10.0, where computation of )(DR) begins, is negligible.
DR rate coefficients are obtained from )(DR) through
Maxwellian averaging at di†erent temperatures, and are
added as the high-n contributions to the total rate. Rates
computed from the resonance-averaged S)(DR)T, rather
than the detailed )(DR), are added to the total recombi-
nation rate, since they are computed accurately using an
analytic expression (NP2; Nahar 1996b).
In Figure 3 the Ðlled circles are the electron impact exci-
tation (EIE) collision strength, at the thresholds for)EIE,excitation of the ground state. We carry out independent
CC electron-ion scattering calculations for EIE collision
strengths, )(EIE), at the excited target thresholds. The same
wave function is used as employed for DR and photoioniza-
tion, i.e., )(DR) and Values of )(EIE) are obtained bypPI.including and excluding the multipole potentials to deter-
mine the e†ect of these potentials on )(DR), since the DR
theory by Bell & Seaton (1985) does not include them.
However, the di†erences can be compensated via a proper
choice of R-matrix boundary and the basis set (NP2). Table
2 presents these )(EIE) values for the oxygen ions where
generally good agreement can be found between the two
sets. This indicates that the contributions of multipole
potentials are not signiÐcant in the present calculations.
)(EIE) excluding the multipole potentials are compared
with the resonance-averaged DR collision strength,
S)(DR)T, at the thresholds in Table 2 and in Figure 3 to
check for conservation of total Ñux of electrons and photons
in the DR process. The Ñux trapped below a target thresh-
old due to DR should be equal to that released by excita-
tion at the same threshold, i.e., )(DR) should match )(EIE).
Good agreement between the two sets of collision strengths
is seen in Table 2. Note that in the case of target states that
have degenerate energies, such as the 2s2p3p(2D, P2, S2)
states of the O IV target, the sum of )(EIE) for these states
should correspond to the peak value of )(DR) at the degen-
erate threshold, and we Ðnd good agreement between the
two values, 0.193 and 0.198.
Present computations are carried out in L S coupling for
all ions. However, the computations for O VII are repeated
to include the relativistic Ðne-structure e†ects, since they
may be important for this comparatively highly charged
ion. In addition, the resonances could be damped through a
second-order radiation damping e†ect. Although typical
autoionization rates are high for the lowest resonances near
the ionization threshold, s~1, theseA
a
D 1014È1015
decrease as l~3, where l is the e†ective quantum number
relative to the ion excited state. The radiative transition
probabilities for the O VIII target are of the order of 1012 s~1
(A-values in atomic units in Table 2 divided by the atomic
unit of time 2.419] 10~17 s), a few orders of magnitude
lower than the autoionization rates. Therefore, some e†ect
of the second-order radiation damping is expected for
l¹ 10. The Breit-Pauli (BP) photorecombination cross sec-
tions are calculated allowing for radiation damping of reso-
nances in the photoionization cross sections (Zhang, Nahar,
& Pradhan 1998). Contributions from resonances with
10 \ l¹ O are treated precisely through a computational
formalism based on the Bell & Seaton (1985) theory of DR
(Pradhan & Zhang 1997).
The recombination rate coefficients for the hydrogenic
ion, O VIII, are obtained from values for neutrala
R
(T )
hydrogen applying the z-scale formula a
R
(z, T )\
where z is the ion charge (Nahar 1996b).a
R
(1, T /z2),
The total recombination rates calculated for all Oa
R
(T ),
ions in this work, are used to obtain ionization fractions in
coronal equilibrium corresponding to plasmas ionized by
electron impact ionization (rather than photoionization as
in radiatively ionized sources). The relative concentrations
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FIG. 2.ÈPartial photoionization cross sections of the Rydberg series of bound states, 2s22p2nd(4F), 3d ¹ nd ¹ 10d, of O II illustrating the photoexcitation
of core (PEC) resonances (indicated by arrows in the lowest panel) corresponding to dipole allowed transitions by the target ground state, 3P.
of ions of a given element in coronal equilibrium are deter-
mined by the coupled ionization equations as
N(z[ 1, g)S(z[ 1, g)\ N(z, g)a(z, g) , 1¹ z¹ zmax ,
(5)






N(z, g) , (6)
where N(z[ 1) and N(z) are the densities for the recombin-
ing and recombined ions, respectively, and S(z[ 1, g) is the
total rate coefficient for electron impact ionization from the
ground state of the ion X(z[ 1). The a(z, g) is the total
recombination rate coefficient as computed herein. The
recombining ion is assumed to be in the ground state, since
the dominant stabilizing radiative transitions are to the
ground state. The values of S for electron impact ionization
for oxygen ions are taken from the latest compilation of
experimental and theoretical data assessed by Bell et al.
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TABLE 2
TRANSITION PROBABILITIES AND COLLISION STRENGTHS FOR TARGET GROUND STATE
TO EXCITED STATE DIPOLE ALLOWED TRANSITIONSa
)(EIE)
Afi
TRANSITION (a.u.) mp0 mp1 S)(DR)T
O II : 8-CC
2s22p3(4So)] 2s2p4(4P) . . . . . . . . . 2.09E[08 3.06 3.14 3.05
2s22p3(4So)] 2s22p23s(4P) . . . . . . 2.35E[08 1.96 1.95 2.10
O III : 12-CC
2s22p2(3P)] 2s2p3(3Do) . . . . . . . . . 1.54E[08 5.34 5.57 5.35
2s22p2(3P)] 2s2p3(3Po) . . . . . . . . . 5.00E[08 4.28 4.36 4.28
2s22p2(3P)] 2s2p3(3So) . . . . . . . . . 3.80E[07 3.62 3.50 3.62
2s22p2(3P)] 2s22p3s(3Po) . . . . . . 9.24E[08 0.799 0.819 0.805
O IV : 23-CC
2s22p(2Po)] 2s2p2(2D) . . . . . . . . . . 1.74E[08 6.22 5.37 6.25
2s22p(2Po)] 2s2p2(2S) . . . . . . . . . . 9.08E[08 2.66 2.32 2.66
2s22p(2Po)] 2s2p2(2P) . . . . . . . . . . 1.81E[07 8.68 7.72 8.90
2s22p(2Po)] 2s23s(2S) . . . . . . . . . . . 1.93E[07 0.533 0.705 0.534
2s22p(2Po)] 2s23d(2D) . . . . . . . . . . 8.53E[07 2.26 2.30 2.28
2s22p(2Po)] 2s2p3p(2P) . . . . . . . . 2.63E[07 0.132 0.105 0.132
2s22p(2Po)] 2s2p3p(2D) . . . . . . . . 2.83E[07 0.311 0.278 0.376
2s22p(2Po)] 2s2p3p(2S) . . . . . . . . . 2.57E[07 0.366 0.343 0.366
2s22p(2Po)] 2s2p3p(2D) . . . . . . . . 5.08E[08 0.0618 0.0573 B
2s22p(2Po)] 2s2p3p(2P) . . . . . . . . 7.63E[08 0.0998 0.097 B
2s22p(2Po)] 2s2p3p(2S) . . . . . . . . . 1.03E[07 0.0317 0.0287 B
0.193(sum) 0.183(sum) 0.198
O V : 12-CC
2s2(1S) ] 2s2p(1Po) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.12E[07 2.93 3.06 2.93
2s2(1S) ] 2s3p(1Po) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.10E[08 0.0638 0.0594 0.0664
O VI : 9-CC
1s22s(2S) ] 1s22p(2Po) . . . . . . . . . . . 9.89E[09 5.38 5.09 5.37
1s22s(2S) ] 1s23p(2Po) . . . . . . . . . . . 6.32E[07 0.318 0.318 0.392
1s22s(2S) ] 1s24p(2Po) . . . . . . . . . . . 2.96E[07 0.0454 0.0454 0.0545
O VII : 11-CC
1s2(1S) ] 1s2p(1Po) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.97E[05 0.0184 0.0186 0.0184
1s2(1S) ] 1s2p(1Po) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.26E[05 0.0046 0.0043 0.046
O VIII : 10-CC
1s(2S) ] 2p(2Po) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.21E[05 0.0423 0.0423 0.0424
1s(2S) ] 3p(2Po) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.66E[05 0.0090 0.0090 0.0090
1s(2S) ] 4p(2Po) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.76E[06 0.0011 0.0011 0.0012
a Transition probabilities (A-values) of the target ground state to excited states via dipole-
allowed transitions ; excitation collision strengths, )(EIE), at these excited thresholds for the
same transitions, excluding (mp0) and including (mp1) the contributions of the multipole
potentials ; and the peak values of DR collision strengths, S)(DR)T at the same excited
thresholds. )(EIE) with mp0 is compared with S)(DR)T at these thresholds. The downward-
pointing arrows in the far-right column indicate the net total given below. The wave function
size for each ion is speciÐed in the main heading for the relevant section.
(1983), who provide Ðtting formulae based on recommend-
ed data.
The ionization balance equation in photoionization equi-




N(z[ 1)pPI [l, X(z)]dl\ NeN(z)aR(z ; T ) , (7)
where is the photoionization cross section evaluated atpPIphoton frequency l, and convoluted by an isotropic radi-
ation density of the source ; is the density for the freeJl Neelectrons. These ionization fractions can be evaluated using
the present total recombination rate coefficients and photo-
ionization cross sections in Nahar (1998).
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The sets of computed parameters, total and partial
recombination rates, and photoionization cross sections,
are discussed in the subsections below.
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FIG. 3.ÈDR collision strengths, )(DR), for e] O III ] O II : detailed with resonances (dotted curve) and averaged over resonances (solid curve) in the
regions below and at the excited thresholds for dipole allowed transitions from the target ground state. The Ðlled circles are the electron-impact excitation
collision strengths, at the thresholds. The upper panel gives the extended view of )(DR) below the Ðrst two thresholds.)EIE,
3.1. State-speciÐc and Total Recombination Rate
Coefficients
The state-speciÐc recombination rates are needed for
various astrophysical calculations, such as determination of
level populations, recombination rates for lines, etc. These
rates are obtained for all group A bound states of each
oxygen ion. The state-specÐc, partial recombination rate
coefficients of the Ðrst 10 most dominant states are listed in
Table 1 at four temperatures, 100, 1000, 10,000, and 50,000
K. They are ordered in terms of their percentage contribu-
tions to the total at these temperatures. The grounda
R
(T )
state, speciÐed in Table 1 in the main heading for each ion,
may not necessarily be the dominant contributor at all tem-
peratures. The order and the amount of the contributions of
the individual bound states vary with temperature, depend-
ing on the positions of autoionizing resonances in the
photoionization cross sections. The percentage contribu-
tions of the states indicate that a limited number of states
usually dominate the recombination rates. It may be noted
that the individual, state-speciÐc, recombination rates of the
low-n bound states of group A are the total recombination
rate coefficients for these states at the temperatures given,
since the incident electron energies lie well below the excited
target threshold for the DR process of high-n states to
become signiÐcant. The high-n DR contributions are not
included in the state-speciÐc recombination rates, and
therefore these may be less reliable at higher temperatures.
The total recombination rate coefficients for all oxygen
ions, O IÈO VIII, are presented for a wide range of tem-
peratures for all astrophysical applications. The numerical
values are given in Table 3 with a temperature mesh of log10T \ 0.1 K for easy interpolation. Present values, obtained
in a self-consistent manner using a uniÐed treatment, should
be of higher accuracy than the currently available RR and
DR rates calculated in several di†erent approximations of
varying reliability. However, uncertainties may be larger at
very high temperatures where the cross sections are
extrapolated. The temperature, beyond which extrapo-T0,lation begins for each ion is speciÐed in the column head of
Table 3.
The characteristic feature of the total recombination rate
as established in our earlier works (e.g., NP1), is thata
R
(T ),
it starts with high values at low temperatures and decreases








O I O II O III O IV O V O VI O VII O VIII
log10 T 5.4 5.6 5.9 5.9 6.1 6.9 7.0
1.0 . . . . . . 2.91E[11 1.45E[10 4.49E[10 6.91E[10 1.02E[09 1.41E[09 2.11E[09 2.90E[09
1.1 . . . . . . 2.53E[11 1.27E[10 3.96E[10 6.08E[10 9.01E[10 1.25E[09 1.86E[09 2.56E[09
1.2 . . . . . . 2.20E[11 1.11E[10 3.48E[10 5.35E[10 7.91E[10 1.10E[09 1.64E[09 2.26E[09
1.3 . . . . . . 1.91E[11 9.71E[11 3.06E[10 4.69E[10 6.95E[10 9.63E[10 1.44E[09 2.00E[09
1.4 . . . . . . 1.65E[11 8.48E[11 2.69E[10 4.12E[10 6.11E[10 8.45E[10 1.27E[09 1.76E[09
1.5 . . . . . . 1.43E[11 7.39E[11 2.37E[10 3.61E[10 5.36E[10 7.42E[10 1.12E[09 1.55E[09
1.6 . . . . . . 1.24E[11 6.45E[11 2.08E[10 3.16E[10 4.69E[10 6.50E[10 9.80E[10 1.36E[09
1.7 . . . . . . 1.07E[11 5.62E[11 1.83E[10 2.77E[10 4.11E[10 5.69E[10 8.60E[10 1.20E[09
1.8 . . . . . . 9.28E[12 4.88E[11 1.60E[10 2.43E[10 3.59E[10 4.99E[10 7.55E[10 1.05E[09
1.9 . . . . . . 8.01E[12 4.26E[11 1.41E[10 2.13E[10 3.14E[10 4.36E[10 6.61E[10 9.26E[10
2.0 . . . . . . 6.91E[12 3.70E[11 1.23E[10 1.86E[10 2.74E[10 3.81E[10 5.79E[10 8.12E[10
2.1 . . . . . . 5.96E[12 3.21E[11 1.08E[10 1.63E[10 2.40E[10 3.32E[10 5.07E[10 7.12E[10
2.2 . . . . . . 5.12E[12 2.79E[11 9.49E[11 1.42E[10 2.09E[10 2.90E[10 4.44E[10 6.23E[10
2.3 . . . . . . 4.41E[12 2.42E[11 8.33E[11 1.25E[10 1.82E[10 2.53E[10 3.87E[10 5.46E[10
2.4 . . . . . . 3.79E[12 2.10E[11 7.30E[11 1.09E[10 1.59E[10 2.20E[10 3.39E[10 4.78E[10
2.5 . . . . . . 3.25E[12 1.82E[11 6.40E[11 9.66E[11 1.38E[10 1.92E[10 2.96E[10 4.18E[10
2.6 . . . . . . 2.78E[12 1.57E[11 5.60E[11 8.62E[11 1.20E[10 1.67E[10 2.58E[10 3.65E[10
2.7 . . . . . . 2.38E[12 1.36E[11 4.89E[11 7.79E[11 1.05E[10 1.45E[10 2.25E[10 3.19E[10
2.8 . . . . . . 2.03E[12 1.18E[11 4.24E[11 7.12E[11 9.11E[11 1.26E[10 1.96E[10 2.78E[10
2.9 . . . . . . 1.73E[12 1.03E[11 3.67E[11 6.55E[11 7.91E[11 1.09E[10 1.70E[10 2.43E[10
3.0 . . . . . . 1.48E[12 9.06E[12 3.15E[11 6.05E[11 6.87E[11 9.47E[11 1.49E[10 2.12E[10
3.1 . . . . . . 1.26E[12 8.00E[12 2.70E[11 5.64E[11 5.96E[11 8.21E[11 1.29E[10 1.85E[10
3.2 . . . . . . 1.07E[12 7.09E[12 2.31E[11 5.32E[11 5.16E[11 7.12E[11 1.12E[10 1.61E[10
3.3 . . . . . . 9.06E[13 6.28E[12 1.99E[11 5.06E[11 4.47E[11 6.16E[11 9.75E[11 1.40E[10
3.4 . . . . . . 7.68E[13 5.55E[12 1.74E[11 4.84E[11 3.87E[11 5.33E[11 8.47E[11 1.22E[10
3.5 . . . . . . 6.54E[13 4.89E[12 1.56E[11 4.62E[11 3.35E[11 4.61E[11 7.35E[11 1.06E[10
3.6 . . . . . . 5.58E[13 4.29E[12 1.46E[11 4.38E[11 2.91E[11 3.98E[11 6.37E[11 9.22E[11
3.7 . . . . . . 4.79E[13 3.75E[12 1.41E[11 4.11E[11 2.57E[11 3.44E[11 5.52E[11 8.01E[11
3.8 . . . . . . 4.14E[13 3.28E[12 1.39E[11 3.82E[11 2.30E[11 2.96E[11 4.78E[11 6.95E[11
3.9 . . . . . . 3.60E[13 2.87E[12 1.37E[11 3.52E[11 2.11E[11 2.55E[11 4.13E[11 6.03E[11
4.0 . . . . . . 3.14E[13 2.52E[12 1.33E[11 3.24E[11 1.96E[11 2.20E[11 3.57E[11 5.22E[11
4.1 . . . . . . 2.75E[13 2.21E[12 1.26E[11 2.98E[11 1.85E[11 1.89E[11 3.08E[11 4.53E[11
4.2 . . . . . . 2.46E[13 1.97E[12 1.17E[11 2.76E[11 1.77E[11 1.62E[11 2.66E[11 3.92E[11
4.3 . . . . . . 2.49E[13 1.83E[12 1.07E[11 2.58E[11 1.81E[11 1.38E[11 2.29E[11 3.39E[11
4.4 . . . . . . 3.45E[13 1.90E[12 9.98E[12 2.47E[11 2.06E[11 1.18E[11 1.97E[11 2.93E[11
4.5 . . . . . . 6.26E[13 2.42E[12 1.01E[11 2.59E[11 2.60E[11 1.01E[11 1.70E[11 2.53E[11
4.6 . . . . . . 1.16E[12 3.63E[12 1.18E[11 3.20E[11 3.36E[11 8.60E[12 1.46E[11 2.18E[11
4.7 . . . . . . 1.90E[12 5.62E[12 1.56E[11 4.50E[11 4.15E[11 7.30E[12 1.25E[11 1.88E[11
4.8 . . . . . . 2.72E[12 8.17E[12 2.13E[11 6.39E[11 4.74E[11 6.19E[12 1.07E[11 1.62E[11
4.9 . . . . . . 3.41E[12 1.08E[11 2.76E[11 8.43E[11 5.00E[11 5.24E[12 9.18E[12 1.39E[11
5.0 . . . . . . 3.84E[12 1.30E[11 3.32E[11 1.01E[10 4.91E[11 4.43E[12 7.85E[12 1.19E[11
5.1 . . . . . . 3.96E[12 1.43E[11 3.69E[11 1.10E[10 4.54E[11 3.73E[12 6.70E[12 1.03E[11
5.2 . . . . . . 3.80E[12 1.45E[11 3.83E[11 1.10E[10 3.99E[11 3.13E[12 5.71E[12 8.78E[12
5.3 . . . . . . 3.44E[12 1.38E[11 3.74E[11 1.03E[10 3.39E[11 2.63E[12 4.86E[12 7.51E[12
5.4 . . . . . . 2.96E[12 1.24E[11 3.47E[11 9.16E[11 2.79E[11 2.20E[12 4.13E[12 6.42E[12
5.5 . . . . . . 2.46E[12 1.07E[11 3.08E[11 7.77E[11 2.25E[11 1.83E[12 3.50E[12 5.48E[12
5.6 . . . . . . 1.98E[12 8.82E[12 2.63E[11 6.36E[11 1.80E[11 1.52E[12 2.96E[12 4.67E[12
5.7 . . . . . . 1.55E[12 7.10E[12 2.18E[11 5.06E[11 1.42E[11 1.26E[12 2.50E[12 3.97E[12
5.8 . . . . . . 1.20E[12 5.57E[12 1.76E[11 3.94E[11 1.10E[11 1.05E[12 2.11E[12 3.37E[12
5.9 . . . . . . 9.06E[13 4.29E[12 1.38E[11 3.01E[11 8.53E[12 9.07E[13 1.80E[12 2.85E[12
6.0 . . . . . . 6.79E[13 3.25E[12 1.07E[11 2.26E[11 6.55E[12 8.77E[13 1.57E[12 2.40E[12
6.1 . . . . . . 5.04E[13 2.43E[12 8.11E[12 1.68E[11 4.97E[12 1.02E[12 1.47E[12 2.03E[12
6.2 . . . . . . 3.71E[13 1.80E[12 6.08E[12 1.24E[11 3.76E[12 1.35E[12 1.52E[12 1.71E[12
6.3 . . . . . . 2.72E[13 1.33E[12 4.52E[12 9.08E[12 2.81E[12 1.79E[12 1.69E[12 1.43E[12
6.4 . . . . . . 1.98E[13 9.70E[13 3.32E[12 6.61E[12 2.09E[12 2.22E[12 1.92E[12 1.20E[12
6.5 . . . . . . 1.41E[13 7.07E[13 2.43E[12 4.79E[12 1.56E[12 2.52E[12 2.10E[12 9.96E[13
6.6 . . . . . . 1.02E[13 5.05E[13 1.77E[12 3.46E[12 1.15E[12 2.63E[12 2.18E[12 8.27E[13
6.7 . . . . . . 7.35E[14 3.64E[13 1.28E[12 2.50E[12 8.58E[13 2.55E[12 2.12E[12 6.84E[13
6.8 . . . . . . 5.27E[14 2.63E[13 9.24E[13 1.80E[12 6.33E[13 2.32E[12 1.96E[12 5.63E[13
6.9 . . . . . . 3.78E[14 1.89E[13 6.59E[13 1.30E[12 4.72E[13 2.01E[12 1.72E[12 4.61E[13
7.0 . . . . . . 2.72E[14 1.35E[13 4.73E[13 9.00E[13 3.53E[13 1.68E[12 1.46E[12 3.75E[13
7.1 . . . . . . 1.95E[14 9.69E[14 3.39E[13 6.43E[13 2.36E[13 1.36E[12 1.20E[12 3.05E[13
7.2 . . . . . . 1.40E[14 6.95E[14 2.42E[13 4.60E[13 1.75E[13 1.07E[12 9.52E[13 2.45E[13






O I O II O III O IV O V O VI O VII
log10 T 5.4 5.6 5.9 5.9 6.1 6.9 7.0 O VIII
7.4 . . . . . . 7.19E[15 3.57E[14 1.23E[13 2.33E[13 9.50E[14 6.24E[13 5.72E[13 1.57E[13
7.5 . . . . . . 5.16E[15 2.55E[14 8.81E[14 1.66E[13 7.10E[14 4.68E[13 4.33E[13 1.24E[13
7.6 . . . . . . 3.71E[15 1.83E[14 6.29E[14 1.19E[13 5.31E[14 3.47E[13 3.26E[13 9.76E[14
7.7 . . . . . . 2.67E[15 1.31E[14 4.48E[14 8.48E[14 3.99E[14 2.56E[13 2.43E[13 7.63E[14
7.8 . . . . . . 1.92E[15 9.41E[15 3.20E[14 6.06E[14 3.00E[14 1.88E[13 1.80E[13 5.93E[14
7.9 . . . . . . 1.39E[15 6.76E[15 2.28E[14 4.34E[14 2.26E[14 1.32E[13 1.33E[13 4.59E[14
8.0 . . . . . . 1.00E[15 4.86E[15 1.63E[14 3.11E[14 1.71E[14 9.59E[14 9.42E[14 3.51E[14
8.1 . . . . . . 7.27E[16 3.50E[15 1.16E[14 2.23E[14 1.29E[14 6.93E[14 6.89E[14 2.70E[14
8.2 . . . . . . 5.29E[16 2.53E[15 8.30E[15 1.61E[14 9.76E[15 4.96E[14 5.03E[14 2.05E[14
8.3 . . . . . . 3.87E[16 1.83E[15 5.93E[15 1.16E[14 7.40E[15 3.57E[14 3.63E[14 1.55E[14
8.4 . . . . . . 2.85E[16 1.33E[15 4.25E[15 8.40E[15 5.62E[15 2.57E[14 2.64E[14 1.16E[14
8.5 . . . . . . 2.11E[16 9.71E[16 3.04E[15 6.11E[15 4.28E[15 1.85E[14 1.91E[14 8.72E[15
8.6 . . . . . . 1.57E[16 7.12E[16 2.18E[15 4.47E[15 3.27E[15 1.33E[14 1.39E[14 6.51E[15
8.7 . . . . . . 1.18E[16 5.25E[16 1.57E[15 3.29E[15 2.51E[15 9.55E[15 1.01E[14 4.83E[15
8.8 . . . . . . 8.97E[17 3.89E[16 1.13E[15 2.43E[15 1.93E[15 6.87E[15 7.31E[15 3.58E[15
8.9 . . . . . . 6.88E[17 2.91E[16 8.20E[16 1.82E[15 1.50E[15 4.95E[15 5.30E[15 2.64E[15
9.0 . . . . . . 5.33E[17 2.20E[16 5.96E[16 1.37E[15 1.17E[15 3.58E[15 3.85E[15 1.93E[15
a Total recombination rate coefficients, (in units of cm3 s~1), for the oxygen ions, O IÈO VIII, in the temperature rangea
R
(T )
K. Rates correspond to extrapolated photoionization cross sections beyond temperature The Ðgure given1.0¹ log10 T ¹ 9.0 T0.below the name of the ion is log10 T0.
result of DR and dominates at high temperatures, produc-
ing a large bump that is followed by monotonic decay. The
feature is seen in the top panels of Figures 4aÈ4g, where the
total are presented (solid curves). Superimposed ona
R
(T )
this general pattern may be a small low-temperature
““ bump ÏÏ due to the near-threshold autoionizing resonances
in the photoionization cross sections. This low-temperature
bump (Ðrst discussed by Nussbaumer & Storey 1983) is
distinctly seen in the for O III (Fig. 4c) and O IV (Fig.a
R
(T )
4d). At very low temperatures, the low-energy electron is
captured by the target ion through direct nonresonant
recombination to the inÐnite number of recombined states,
giving almost a straight-line shape for in thelog10 aR(T )low-temperature region. However, the line shape changes
with increasing electron energy when the target ion is
excited via the DR process introducing resonances in the
cross sections. At higher temperatures, recombination is
dominated mainly by the DR process, which causes a rise in
and a well-deÐned bump.a
R
(T )
Present total recombination rates are compared with the
previously calculated ones in Figures 4aÈ4g. In the top
panels of Figs. 4aÈ4f, the dashed curves are the RR rate
coefficients of Petitjean, & Boisson (1991) ; thePe quignot,
dotted curves are the low-temperature DR rate coefficients
by Nussbaumer & Storey (1983) ; the dot-dashed and dash-
chained curves are respectively the high-temperature DR
rate coefficients of Jacobs et al. (1977 ; Ðtted by Shull & van
Steenberg 1982 ; values are Ðtted from the works of Jacobs
et al. 1977 as referenced in Shull & van Steenberg) and
Badnell & Pindzola (1989) and Badnell, Pindzola, & Griffin
(1990) obtained using di†erent approximations. Pe quignot
et al. (1991) calculated the RR rates from photoionization
cross sections with some or no resonances, and hydrogenic
or extrapolated cross sections. The low-temperature DR
rates by Nussbaumer & Storey (1983) are obtained through
atomic structure calculations. The high-temperature DR
rates in the previous works are obtained in the isolated
resonance approximation, such as using the distorted-wave
approximation (e.g., Jacobs et al. 1977 ; references in Shull &
van Steenberg 1982 ; Badnell & Pindzola 1989 ; Badnell et
al. 1990) that couples only the initial and the Ðnal states.
Based on currently available data, the total recombination
rates are obtained as the sum of the RR and the low- and
high-temperature DR rates. In the lower panels of Figures
4aÈ4g, comparisons are made of the present total, uniÐed
rates (solid curves) with the sum of the individual RR, low-T
DR, and high-T DR rates from earlier works (dotted curves)
in the temperature region where goes througha
R
(T )
minimum, around temperatures of maximum abundance of
the given ions. In sum, the high-temperature DR contribu-
tions are taken from the Ðtting formulae of Shull & van
Steenberg (1982).
The present total recombination rate coefficients for O I
agree very well with the earlier works, except in the high-
temperature region where the earlier rates are much higher.
The reason could be the e†ect of autoionization into excited
states, an e†ect Ðrst discussed by Jacobs et al. (1977).
Autoionization is treated more precisely in the present work
where autoionization into all target ion states is included
through channel couplings. A similar trend is seen for O II
at higher temperatures ; some signiÐcant di†erences are seen
at low temperatures as well. For O III, the present rates
reproduce the low-temperature DR bump obtained by
Nussbaumer & Storey ; however, the total rates show di†er-
ences increasing with temperature. The agreement of the
present rates at high temperatures is better with those of
Badnell & Pindzola (1989). A comparatively large di†erence
is noted for O IV, where (assuming no numerical error in the
tabulation by Nussbaumer & Storey 1983) the earlier low-
temperature rates are considerably overestimated. At higher
temperatures, both the Ðtted values of by Shull & vana
RSteenberg (1982) and the DR rates computed by Badnell et
al. (1990) are lower than the present values. For O V, gener-
ally good agreement is found between the present and the
sum of RR, low-temperature DR, and high-temperature DR
rates from earlier works, except at high temperatures where















(a) e + O II -> O I
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(c) e + O IV -> O III























(d) e + O V -> O IV






FIG. 4.ÈPresent total recombination rate coefficients, of (a) O I, (b) O II, (c) O III, (d) O IV, (e) O V, ( f ) O VI, and (g) O VII (solid curves). In the uppera
R
(T ),
panels, the dashed curves are the RR rates calculated by et al. (1991), the dotted curves are the low-temperature DR rates by Nussbaumer & StoreyPe quignot
(1983), the dot-chained and the dash-chained curves are the high-temperature DR rates by Jacobs et al. (1977) Ðtted respectively by Shull & van Steenberg
(1982) and by Badnell & Pindzola (1989) and Badnell et al. (1990). In (g) the dotted curve in the upper panel and the dashed curve in the lower panel are
present total in L S coupling, while the solid curves are those in the Breit-Pauli approximation including radiation damping. In all lower panels, presenta
R
(T )
total values are compared with the summed rates (dotted curves) of earlier works.a
R
(T )
















(e) e + O VI -> O V





















(f) e + O VII -> O VI
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earlier rates are somewhat lower. Quite good agreement
between the two sets of values can be found for O VI ;
however, at the temperatures where DR dominates, the
present values lie between those of Shull & van Steenberg
and those of Badnell et al.
Values of the total recombination rate, of O VIIa
R
(T ),
from O VIII are obtained in both the L S coupling and the
BP approximation with relativistic Ðne structure. Further,
the e†ect of radiation damping of resonances is included as
discussed in the above section (Pradhan & Zhang 1997 ;
Zhang et al. 1998). The rates are presented in Figure 4g. The
two sets of total, uniÐed rates, (1) in L S coupling (Fig. 4g,
dotted curve in the top panels ; dashed curve in the bottom
panels), and (2) in the BP approximation with radiation
damping (Fig. 4g, solid curve in both panels), agree very well
with each other, and with the sum of the individual rates
from earlier works by et al. (1991) and by ShullPe quignot
& van Steenberg (1982). The BP rates correspond to a
larger number of bound states, and more resonance struc-
tures due to Ðne-structure splitting of target terms in inter-
mediate coupling. The BP rates without the radiation
damping e†ect are larger than those in L S coupling.
However, inclusion of the damping of resonances reduces
these rates back to roughly those in L S coupling ; the
maximum di†erence between the two sets is only about 6%
at T \ 6.5 K. Although somewhat fortuitous, thelog10present L S coupling rates do not di†er signiÐcantly from
the relativistic calculations with radiation damping ; the
Ðne-structure and resonance damping operate in an
opposite manner. We expect, therefore, that the results for
He-like O VII, as well as for C V and N VI reported earlier
(Nahar & Pradhan 1997), should be accurate.
3.2. Ionization Fractions
Determination of ionization fractions in plasmas requires
the total recombination rate coefficients, for all ion-a
R
(T ),
ization stages. Present total recombination rate coefficients
for the oxygen ions are used to compute ionization frac-
tions, log in collisional equilibrium. The numeri-[N(z)/N
T
],
cal values are presented in Table 4 and are plotted in Figure
5 (solid curves).
The most recent values of oxygen ionization fractions in
coronal equilibrium were calculated by Sutherland &
Dopita (1993), who used radiative recombination (RR) rates
by Aldrovandi & (1973) and low-temperaturePe quignot
dielectronic recombination rates by Nussbaumer & Storey
TABLE 4
IONIZATION FRACTIONS, OF OXYGEN IONS IN THE CORONAL EQUILIBRIUM[ log10 [N(z)/NT],
[ log10 [N(z)/NT]
log10 T O I O II O III O IV O V O VI O VII O VIII O IX
4.0 . . . . . . 0.001 2.500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.1 . . . . . . 0.043 1.020 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.2 . . . . . . 0.432 0.200 7.910 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.3 . . . . . . 1.190 0.029 5.370 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.4 . . . . . . 1.770 0.008 3.490 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.5 . . . . . . 2.120 0.007 2.100 8.150 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.6 . . . . . . 2.380 0.037 1.110 5.380 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.7 . . . . . . 2.720 0.176 0.481 3.390 9.730 . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.8 . . . . . . 3.210 0.483 0.179 2.050 6.890 . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.9 . . . . . . 3.820 0.901 0.096 1.140 4.760 . . . . . . . . . . . .
5.0 . . . . . . 4.520 1.400 0.174 0.539 3.170 7.540 . . . . . . . . .
5.1 . . . . . . 5.330 2.010 0.417 0.223 2.020 5.130 8.580 . . . . . .
5.2 . . . . . . 6.220 2.710 0.778 0.114 1.210 3.280 5.480 . . . . . .
5.3 . . . . . . 7.160 3.450 1.220 0.155 0.646 1.870 3.040 . . . . . .
5.4 . . . . . . 8.230 4.320 1.820 0.410 0.387 0.895 1.240 . . . . . .
5.5 . . . . . . 9.780 5.670 2.920 1.200 0.724 0.634 0.289 . . . . . .
5.6 . . . . . . . . . 7.430 4.430 2.430 1.570 0.975 0.064 8.430 . . .
5.7 . . . . . . . . . 9.110 5.890 3.640 2.430 1.400 0.019 6.350 . . .
5.8 . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.190 4.710 3.180 1.780 0.008 4.680 . . .
5.9 . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.330 5.620 3.820 2.100 0.004 3.330 7.880
6.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.290 6.390 4.330 2.320 0.005 2.240 5.540
6.1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.000 4.700 2.440 0.020 1.390 3.670
6.2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.520 5.010 2.510 0.080 0.795 2.240
6.3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.090 5.360 2.660 0.236 0.450 1.210
6.4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.770 5.860 2.960 0.538 0.364 0.559
6.5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.620 6.530 3.440 1.000 0.508 0.229
6.6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.280 4.030 1.550 0.772 0.096
6.7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.040 4.620 2.080 1.060 0.044
6.8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.770 5.200 2.580 1.330 0.022
6.9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.460 5.750 3.040 1.570 0.012
7.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.270 3.450 1.790 0.007
7.1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.760 3.840 1.980 0.005
7.2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.250 4.200 2.160 0.003
7.3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.700 4.530 2.320 0.002
7.4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.130 4.850 2.470 0.001
7.5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.560 5.150 2.610 0.001
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FIG. 5.ÈIonization fractions, of oxygen ions : solid curves are obtained using the present total electron-ion recombination rate coefficients, andN(z)/N
T
,
the dashed curves are those by Sutherland & Dopita (1993).
(1984). The RR rates of Aldrovandi & (1973)Pe quignot
were obtained from photoionization cross sections calcu-
lated in central Ðeld and hydrogenic approximations, and
are very close to those of et al. (1991). Di†erencesPe quignot
between the earlier and present rates are discussed in the
previous section. These will be reÑected in applications such
as the calculation of ionization fractions. Sutherland &
Dopita (1993) used electron-impact ionization rates
obtained from Ðtting methods of Younger (1981, 1982,
1983) and atomic data referred to in Arnaud & RothenÑug
(1985). As mentioned earlier, the present work obtains these
rates from the latest compilation with recommended data
by Bell et al. (1983). The ionization fractions obtained by
Sutherland & Dopita (1993) agree well with those by
Arnaud & RothenÑug (1985).
Present ionization fractions are compared with those of
Sutherland & Dopita (1993) (dashed curves) in Figure 5. The
basic features in the two sets of values are similar ; however,
there are signiÐcant di†erences in the numerical values, par-
ticularly at the transition boundaries between adjacent ion-
ization stages. The depth of the ““ dip,ÏÏ and the
high-temperature behavior of the O I ion fraction, in the
present results di†er from the results of Sutherland &
Dopita (1993). SigniÐcant di†erences are seen in several
other cases, such as for O II, O III, and O VIII, at tem-
peratures when the ionic abundance is comparatively high.
In comparison with currently available data, the present
recombination rates imply a faster decrease in the abun-
dance of O II with temperature, while that of O III and O VIII
rises faster with temperature in coronal plasmas. These dif-
ferences could a†ect the computation of ionization balance
and spectral line intensities in astrophysical models.
4. CONCLUSION
Self-consistent sets of data are obtained for photoioniza-
tion cross sections, and uniÐed, total recombinationpPI,rate coefficients, for the oxygen ions. These may bea
R
(T ),
directly applied to astrophysical and laboratory plasma
modeling. State-speciÐc recombination rates and partial
photoionization cross sections are also presented for a large
number of bound states for each ion. The overall uncer-
tainty in the electron-ion recombination data is estimated
to be the same as usually assessed for close coupling calcu-
lations for light atomic systems, 10%È20%, based on the
agreement with the measured energies and oscillator
strengths. Some detailed comparisons of photorecombina-
tion cross sections with experimentally measured values in
storage rings and ion traps also conÐrm this assessment
(Zhang et al. 1998). The comparison of the present ioniza-
tion fractions with previous works shows good agreement
in basic features ; however, some signiÐcant di†erences are
found at temperatures corresponding to transitions between
certain ionization stages, with possible e†ects in transient
plasmas.
All photoionization and recombination data are avail-
able electronically from the author at
nahar=astronomy.ohio-state.edu.
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Pradhan for contributions (supported partially by grants
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